
Personal Injury/ Negligence
The attorneys in our general liability, tort, and insurance defense department have extensive experience
representing corporate, municipal and individual clients in personal injury matters. This includes prosecuting and
defending claims involving premises liability, motor vehicle accidents, construction accidents, and property
damage. We take an individualized approach to every matter we handle, providing prompt analysis of legal issues
involved, assessing our clients’ exposure or damages, and executing an aggressive litigation strategy designed to
achieve the best possible result as quickly and cost-effectively as possible.

Within our general liability, tort and insurance defense practice, we undertake a comprehensive investigation of
every claim in order to assess liability and damages and identify weaknesses in our opponent’s case. We
vigorously represent our clients’ interests from inception to trial, and our attorneys have secured numerous
favorable settlements and verdicts in New York, New Jersey and throughout the Northeast region.

Defense Representation for Personal Injury and Other Negligence-
Based Claims

We have extensive experience defending clients in high-exposure cases involving catastrophic injuries such as
brain damage and loss of limbs, as well as the loss of life. As defense counsel, we explore all potential avenues
for defeating the plaintiff’s claims, from exposing deficiencies in the plaintiff’s evidence to presenting
countervailing evidence and exploiting procedural deficiencies in the plaintiff’s case. Regardless of the facts at
hand, our primary objective is always to secure a dismissal. If this is not feasible, we will execute a defense
strategy focused on achieving a positive result at the lowest possible cost and with the least possible disruption
to our client’s business operations.

Aggressive Plaintiff’s Counsel for Cases Involving Personal Injury
and Wrongful Death

As plaintiff’s counsel, our goal in personal injury and wrongful death cases is simple: to secure maximum
compensation as quickly as possible. All of the attorneys on our personal injury team are aggressive litigators
who have experience taking on major corporations and insurance companies. Whether it is in our client’s best
interests to negotiate a settlement or fight for a jury verdict at trial, our attorneys are fully committed to doing
whatever it takes to help our clients recover.


